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THE RATE OF REACTION IN SOLPTIONS CONTAl
ING POTASSIUM IODIDE. POTA.^SH'M CHLO-

RATE, AND HYDROCHLORIC ACID

BY W. C. BRAY

The rate <>f the reaction between potassium cliloratc, pol

sium iodide, and hydrochloric acid in aqntous sohitioii 1

already formed the snbject of more than one research ; bnt,

yet, no simple relation has been fonnd between the concenl

tions of the reagents and the rate at which iodine is liberated

the solution.

The earliest data are contained in five tables at the end
an article by O. Hurchard," " (ht the Oxift.ttioii oj Hydro^
Iodide by the Oxyacids of the Halogens.'" His measnreme
are few in number; and, in the author's o - opinion, "in sp

of the precautions taken" (to exclude air) " he influence of i

spontaneous decomposition of the hydrogen iodide is evident

all the experiments."

The next paper dealing with the siibject, is \V. H. PenJ
bury and M. Seward's ''Investigation of a Case of Crad)
Chemical Change:'" The method employed Harcourt a

E.sson's " Compensation Method " — is, however, quite uusuil

to the reaction studied,' and the results of their measurenie;

are widely different from those obtained by direct analvsis.

The most recent contribution to .he literature of this si

ject, " The Chemical Kinetics of Oxidation,''* by H. Schlui
and R. B. Warder, contains a large number of careful expt

ments ; unfortunately, the plan of the work is of such a natu
that, failing the existence of simple relations of a preconcei\

form, the results of the investigation do not lend themseb

' Zeit. phys. Chem. a, 823 (1888).

» Proc. Roy. Soc. 45, 396 (1889).
'
J. M. Bell. Jour, Phys. Chem. 7, 61 (1903).

« Am. Chem. Jour. 17, 754 ( 1895) ; 18, 23 (1896).
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readily to the discovery of the relations actually existinjj. In

reviewing their work, the authors come to the conclusion that
a " satisfactor>- application of the law of mass has not yet
been made to this reaction ".' This paper is again referred to
on page 114.

Plan of the experiments

The object of my own v^'ork has l)een to trace the effect on
the rate produced by clio nging the concentration of each one of
the reagents individuallv. With this end in view two methods

" experimenting were employed.

First Method.— Ti making up the solutions in which the
rates of reaction were to be determined, one of the reagents was
added in much less quantity than the others ; the percentage
change in the concentration of the latter (caused by chemical
change in the solution) was thus rendered almost negligiblj
small, and the diminution in rate as the reaction progressed was
due altogether to decrease in the concentration of the reagent
present in small quantity." Th. effect on the rate caused by
changes in the concentration of this substance was therefore
easily ascertained. The relation between the rate and the con-
centrations of the other reagents a 4 determined by comparing
the results of a number of experiments in which Mie concentrsi-
tions of the substances present in excess . ere varied. This is

the plan pursued by Harcourt and Esson in their classical re-

searches
;
3 it differs from Ostwald's " Isolation Method "^ by pro-

viding a means of determining the "order of the reaction " with
respect to every reagent, without imposing the condition that
each in turn must be pre.sent in (relativeh ) .small quantity.

The Second Method, which may be called " the method of
Con.stant Rates," is based upon the fact that, while the rate is

dependent only on the concentration.s, the total amount of

'Am. ("hem. Jour. 18, 27 (1896).
' Fo: the effect of the products of the reaction, see Series C, page 101.
" Jour, Chem. See. 20, 460 ( 1867).
* Ostwald, Lehrbuch, 2 Rd. II, 2, 238 ( 1897).
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change in any inten-al depends upon the scale on which the ex-

periment is carried out. It is thus often possible so to arrange

matters, that while the amount of change accomplished in a

suitable interval is sufficient for the requirements of. an accurate

analysis, yet the fractional alteration in the concentrations of

the reagents involved is so small that the rate may be treated as

practically constant during the interval. The amount of change

divided by the time then gives the rate dxjflB directly. This

method is singularly applicable in the case of a reaction where

the rate passes through a maximum or minimum, tr wIk e for

any other reason the rate does not vary greatl> vith changes in the

concentration ; and in general whenever the substance produced

can be determined accurately in the presence of relatively large

quantities of the substances from which it is formed. As the

courentratious of the products of the reaction are small in com-

parison with those of the reagents, complications may often be

avoided by the use of the method of constant rates.

The effect of varying the concentration was studied through

as wide an interval as po;.sih':., the limits being :— potassium

chlorate F 240' to 3.3!', potassium iodide. F,4o to 2F, hydro-

chloric acid, F;30 to 2 F. As hydrochloric acid may be regarded

as a mixture of chlorine-ion and hydrogen-ion, further experi-

meu's were necessary to determine the effect of the concentra-

tion of each of these individually.

The following series of experiments were carried out :
—

Series A.— In connection with the method of analysis em-
ployed in Series H, a number of experiments on the acceleration

of the reaction by iron salts.

Series B.—The concentration of the potassium chlorate

much less than those of the other reagents. A method of deter-

mining chloric acid without the u.se of a pressure bottle is de-

scribed.

Series C.— Experiments to determine the magnitude of the

retardation caused by the iodine set free during the reaction.

' One gramme Fonnula weight in 240 liters.
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potas,simii icKlideSeries P. — The concentration of •

much less thui those of the other reagents.

Series A".— The concentration of the acid ninch less than
those of the other reagents.

Series F. — The chlorate and imlide present in comparable
amounts, the acid in excess.

Series G.— The influence of the concentration of the chlorine-

ion on the rate. Experiments with sodium chloride.

Series //. — The influence of the conceutratioii of the hydro-
gen-ion (m the rate. E.\periment;. with .sijlphuric at.

Series J.— The influence of the concentration of the iK)ta.s.

slum iodide on the rate.

Method of operation

Evaporation of iodine.— Even comparativ« lilute sc>li.

tious of iodine lo.se streugt' .pidly when exposed to the air at
30° C ;

for instance 2ooccof a ;//iooo .solution in a 300 cc beaker
lost 5 percent of its iodine in ten minutes. The reacting mix-
ture was con.sequently kept in small gla.ss-.stoppcred bottle.s, and
measurements were interrupted when the bottle was half empty.
Even inider tlie.se circumstances the last of a series of titrations

is slightly affected by error due to loss of iodine.

Oxidation ofhydriodic acid by air. — In order to a\ oid error
from this source, all water used was boiled, cooled in a vacuum,
kept under carbon dioxide, and delivered through a sip on.
The pipettes, and the boUles in which thr exjieriuients were car-
ried out were filled with carbon dioxide before using, and when-
ever the stopper was taken out of the bottle (to remove a [wr-
ticii for analysis) a slow current of carbon dioxide was pas.sed in.

Tlie solutions used in making up the reacting mixtures were
al.so freed from air, except in Series (1 and J, where the total

-uration of an experiment seldom exceeded ten minutes, and
where the concentration of the pota.ssium iodide was ahrost
always .small. In Series E, where the experiments extended
over a period of several days, the reacting mixture was dividtvi
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among a number of small bottles, which were completely filled,

and each of which held enough for two titrations only.

In a blank experiment, where the concentrations of both

acid and iodide were greater than in most of my measurements,

the iodine set free after five hours (during which the bottle had

been opened five times to remove portions for titration) was

equivalent to one drop only (0.05 cc) of the volumetric solution

of sodium thiosulphate ; when one unit of potassium chlorate

was added to the same mixture, 24 cc of the thiosulphate solu-

tion were needed to neutralize the iodine liberated. Thus, even

under unfavorable conditions, the error due to oxidation by the

air, may be set at less than one-half of one percent.

Details of a set of measurements.^— All solutions were

brought to the temperature 30° C. A stoppered bottle (120 cci

was placed on a shelf in the thermostat and filled with carbon

dioxide. Thirty-fi%e cc of water, and 50 cc of 2F hydrochloric

acid were pij^etted in, then 5 cc F 3 potassium chlorate, and im-

mediately afterwards 10 cc F potassium iodide. The stopper

was inserted and the bottle shaken. As soon as possible (within

a minute) 10 cc were pipetted into 100 cc of cold di.sti lied water,

and the iodine determined by .so<lium thiosulphate. Other titra-

tions were made at known intervals. The time at which tlu-

first portion was removed was taken as = o in the calculations,

and the thiosulphate reading (o.i or 0.2 cc) was subtracted from

all subsequent readings; the readings thus corrected and ex.

pressed in cc F 100 thiosulphate, are recorded in the table under

" lOO.f."

Temperature. — All experiments were carried out at 30" C

in a thermostat whose temperature did not vary more than i m
degree.

Chemicals and solutions employed. — The stock solutions i«t

hydrochloric acid were standardized gravi metrically (silvci

chloride). The sodium chloride was prepared from tlie com-

mercial .salt by precipitation with jiydrochloric acid and ignition.

Tlie titre of the volumetric solution of iodine was redetermiiml

' Kx])!. 27.
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at intervals by comparison with weighed qnantities of iodine

snblinied with potassium iodide, or by titration against a solution

of sodium arsenite ; and the ratio between thiosulphate and
iodine was determined before each set of analyses. The potas-

sium chlorate was obtained from the commercial salt by re-

crystallizing and drying in a vacuum over sulphuric acid. The
potassium iodide employed in Series A to E was weighed out
for each experiment, and was free from alkali. For the other
series two stock solutions were made up, 5 cc of which gave

1-1345 and 2.2650 grams Agl respectively, corresponding to

0.965 F and 1.938 F. These solutions contain free alkali, 10 cc

requiring for neutralization 1.4 cc and ".8 cc F/io HCl respec-

tively.

Measuring instruments.— The pipettes and burettes were
calibrated for delivery, and only those which agreed within o.i

percent among themselves were employed.

Explanation of the tables

At the head of each table is given the initial composition
of the reacting mixture. The number following the letter A,
multiplied by 2.0416, gives the weight in grammes of potassium
chlorate per liter of the reacting mixtures; the number follow-

ing B, multiplied by 16.6, gives the weight of potassium iodide;
that after C, multiplied by 3.64, the weight of hydrogen chloride ;"

that after D, multiplied by 3.545, the weight of chlorine
added as hydrochloric acid and sodium chloride ; and that after

FcSO^, multiplied by 15.2, the weight of ferrous sulplune— all

in grammes per liter. For example, A -^ i, R - 10, C = 10
signifies that the solution was F 60 (deciuornial) with regard to

the chlorate, and F (normal) witli respect to iodide and acid at

the beginning of the experiment.

Under e is entered the time in minutes from the first

measurement, and under Kxj.r the number t)f cc F 100 tliio-

' In a few cases an alkaliiiietrically etiuivalent (|uaiitity of suliiliuric aciil
was used. (Tables 35 and 36 ).
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sulphate equivalent to the free iodine liberated in lo cc of the

reacting mixture during that period.

The numbers under "T(i )," " T(5)," etc., are obtained frou

Tables I S etc., by interpolation, and give the n.imber of

mtnutesi;^'hich'thIamouMof iodine entered under "xoo."

was liberated in the experiments of those tables.

R - loo dxIdO is the initial rate, i. a, the number of cc

«/too iodine liberated per minute in lo cc of a reacting .mx.nre

o the composition given at the head of the table. It is obta n d

bv multiplying the concentration of the substance F^^ent m
D\ mu.i F > s

pinallv k is the "constant of the first

small quantity by *,. Unaiiy, ^, is inc
^..^ntitv

order"; if the potassium chlorate be present in small quantity,

/fe_ = i/eiognat A/(A-.r).

Results of the Experiments

Series A. Acceleration by iron

In Expts I and 2 the initial concentrations of the chlorate,

iodide, and acid were the same, but in Ex a a little ferrous

iXhate (equivalent to 2 V. percent of the chlorate) was added.

Thissliehtadditionmultiplied therateby 13.

In the case of Expts. 3 and 4 the acceleration is still more

marked.
EXI'TS. I AND 2.

A i.o ; B 8.75 : C 8.85 : FeSO. Ex. ( . ) nojie, Ex.^o.o25_^

42
122

188

194
287

335
454
655

733
1484

1493
1863

100 .r.

3-2

9-3

13-4

13-9

19.9

22.5

28.9

3^-5

4«-5
63.6

63-9

723

t, X 10* *, corr. 2.e

7.80 6.97 10

8.00 — 34

7.66 7.28 75

7-73
108

7-73
— 141

7.61 725 172

7-52 7-25 204

7-4'
— ~

730 7-25

6.79
—

6.84 — —
6.70 7-34

^—~

100 ;r

8.6

28.1

49-4
65.08
7I-3

77-5
72.6

T(i)

120

445
950
1580
1840

12

13

13

14

13
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EXPTS. 3 AND 4.

A 0.25 ; B 2.44 ; C 2.46 ; FeSO, Ex. (3) uone, Ex. (4) o-ob-

3- One reading only ; *, 4410 ; loojr, 4.0

4:*
4CX):r

21 (55)*' 62 1395 1588 2881

5.2 (16) 55.6 91.3 929 93.7

3126
95.1

Series B. Potassium chlorate in small quantity

Effect of the Chlorate. — The (approximate) con.stancy of

/• (Expt. i) shows that the rate is proportional to the concentra-

tion of the potassium chlorate in the reacting mixture. Thi.s

conclusion is supported by the constancy of k^ in the experi-

ments of this section, by the identity of k^ in Expts. 5 and 6 (where

the initial concentrations of the chlorate were different), and by

the experiments of Series D, where the chlorate was doubled in

excess. The only exception is referred to in Series E. The

slight but regular decrease in k^ as the reaction proceeds, is due

to the slight decrease in the concentrations of the reagents present

in exces.s. In the case of Expt. i, I have applied the correction

due to this cause, assuming that the rate is proportional to the

first power of the concentration of the pota.s.sium iodide, and

to the cube of that of the acid (see page 100). The constancy of

" k corr." leaves nothing to be desired.

Expts. 5 and 6.

5. A l.oo; B 8.77 ;C 8.85.

% I

100 .V I *, X 10'

6. A 0.5 ; B 8.77 ; C 8.85.

J5 1.4 9.2

1 72 6.7 9-5
\ 106 9-4 9.3

1 J 39 11.05 ' 8-5

i 213 15-2 7-8
C 262 19.8 8.2
s

•3'7 64.9 8.0

-'i
1462 67.15

1
7.8

1 R = 0.092

1 • Interpolated.

« 100 .r *, X lo«

1 30 1-35 9.2

i

*3 3-5 8.7

1
163 6.7 8.7

241 9-45 ».5

332 •3.1 8.3

593 21.5 9.2

I4«3 39.4 10.8*

1691 42-

3

II.O*

0.046

Ex]K;riments i, 2, 3, and 4 were carried out with stock solutions whose
composition is not known with accuracy ; they cannot be compared directly
with the other experiments of this paper.

I
I J
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EXPT. 7.

7. A l.o; B 17-5
'.
C 8.85.

100X ;
*,Xio' T(5) T/tf

3-4 i
.7-5 !

37

8.5 16.6 95

17.S

28.1

16.8 213

16.3 387

36-9 156 555

37-' 154 1050

39-7 17.0

44.6 I7-7*

1-9

1.8

1.8

1-9

1-9

1-9

20

53
117
201

291

549
1346
1609

R — 0.175

Effect 0/ the Iodide. -Vxom a comparison of Expt 6 >vith

Expt fand of Expt. 8 with Expt. 9, it follows that doubling the

Concentration of the potassium iodide mult.phes the rate by

about 1.8.

EXPTS. 8 AND -).

8. A 0.98 ; B 9-8 C 9-9-

loo-r *, X II

e

20

97
142

194
256

1347

2.0

8.9

12.7

16.8

21.7

74.0

9-9

9-7

9-5

9-4

9-4

99

27

65
'30

373
385

• 456
1640

2935

1-57

3-7

7'
18.5

19 2

530
57-2

77-5

R = 0.99

5-8

5-7

5-6

5-5

5-3

51
5-3

4-9

R = 0.058

16

38

75
216

225
800

899

Effect 0/ the ^./^.- Increasing the amount of the acd

presenffrotn 4.42 units to 8.85 n.ultiplies the rate by 4-5 or 5-o

fExpL 10 and 5). A further increa.se from 8.85 to 17.7 "'ult.phes

thorite by 7-7 or 8 (Expt. n ) so that the rate ,s proportional to

;^,:i;;^;;;^.^ureof the thermostat rose during the night. (Hxpts. 6

and 7.

)
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the second or to the third power of the

depending on circumstances.

EXPTS. ID AND II

..cenuafion of the acii

'4

i

n

If . A i.o B8.77; 04.43 II. A t.o : B 8.77

;

c 17.7.

100 jr j/ ', X 10* T(5) tf/T e 100..- *, X lo'

64

T(5^

263

Te

40 0.8^ 2.0 9 4-4 34 19.6 1-1

99 1.90 1-9 21 i 4-7 60 324 65 472 7.8

323 ,S.4 1-7 60 5-4 93 47- »4 68 79> »-5

481 8.4 1.8 95 51
1

172 66.3 63 1390 8.1

6v 10.5 «-7 120 s--' 1 295 81.4 57
—

— 461 958 ~~

R = 0.020 R = 0.64

Series C. Influence 0/ iodine on the rate

The difficulty experienced 'n finding a simple formula to

describe the progress of reactions involving the oxidation of

iodides, has betn generally ascribed < 3 the effect exerted upon

th;; rate by the iodine liberated during the reaction.

Ostwald' showed by direct experiment that the reaction be-

tween bromic and hydriodic acids was retarded by the addition

of iodine ;
Meyerhoffer^ set up a formula to express the retarda-

tion as a function of the amount of iodine liberated, which was

found to be inconsistent v.ith the subsequent experiments of

Burchard.3 Finally, Judson and Walker* expressed the opinion

that " the action of hydriodic acid on the oxygen acids of the

halogens is of too intricate a nature to give any .satisfactory

numerical results.'

Comparing x^xpt. 12 with Expt. 5, it will be seen that the re-

tardation brought alout by saturating the reacting mixture with

iodine (8.7 units) is at the outside 15 to 20 percent ; the effect

of the iodine liberated in Rxpt. 5 (0.7 unit after 1500 minutes)

may therefore safely be neglected. As in Expt. 1 2, the amount of

' Zeit. phys. Chem. a, 127 (1888).

» Ibif' J, 585 (1S88).

•Ibid, a, 796(1888).
• Jour. Chem. Soc. 73. 410 (1898).



iod=ne dissolved was sufficient to convert one-half oflhe 'odion

In^o triioTn, the retardation is considerably less than aught

have been anticipated.

EXPT. 12.

A i.o; B 8.77 ; C 8.85 ;
Iodine 8-7^_ _,^^^^.=^

e \

100 ;«•

29
50
83

1-7

5-6

5.6

152 >2-5

203 12.7

285 TO.6

360 1

'5°
1454
1577

, 59-2

!
63.7

i
*, X 10'

i

5-7
' 9.6

I

6.9

! 8.7
: 6.7

8.0

7.8
6.8

!
6.4

Method of Analysis. -V.s^rs precaution was taken to ex-

elude 'fron; the solution. A little potassiu.a >odule was added

o disci e precipitated ..dine. The iodine was next re-

duced bo ^5^, sodiun, sulphite, added slowly iron, a bure te

w 1 constant shaking (blank experiments hav.ng shown t

ntlerwise there was a loss of chlorate by reduction) starch sers

r dicator. A drop or two of d.lute s<.ut.on of potassnnn

nenuaneauate were then added to restore the blue color, his

!A neces^arv in order to make sure that there was no excess o

uTp iTe The chloric acid in this mixture was then determined

;; tdl^iu, it with hydriodic acid, and titrating the iodine lib-

'"''The reduction may be effected by adding strong hydro-

ehlo -c Ud and heating the mixture in ^^^^^^^^^^
bottle described bv Mohr;' in the presence of a trace ot iron

p/cc normal ferrous sulphate,, however, the reaction takes

^/ cc "«""^
c U>atthe determinations were made

t:r^:ar:t;ppl^^oL standing in the thermostat in

which th. rates of reaction were being measured.

—^, ,,..Titri;metho<le,"7ea., page 364. The use of the digesting

„„U.e coll probably be avoi-K-d in other cases by the same means.
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Blank experiments showed that the resnlts of chlorate de-

terminations carried out as described are independent of the

amount of iron salt added, and that they are in aj^reement with

those obtained by help of the digesting bottle, or by the use of

ferrous sulphate and potassium permanganate." The tcirous

sulphate added is probably oxidized, in part, at all events, by the

chloric acid ; hut if so, it is again reduced by the large excess

of hydriodic acid present in the solution.

Scries D. Potassium iodide in sinai! -luantity

Effect of the Iodide.— If the rate were proportional to the

concentration of the potassium iodide, the rate of Ex,>t. 13 (A 9.8 ;

B i.o; C 10.23) would be almost the same as that of Expt. 5

(A 1.0; B 8.77 ; C 8.8). In reality the former is much greater.

Moreover, k^ in Expt. 13 is in no sense a constant, in fact the

average rate of the reaction, as measured by the quotient .r^,

only changes 20 percent, while the concentration of the iodide

falls from i.o to 0.0 > unit. Another peculiarity is revealed by

Expts. 18, 19, and 20, viz ; that either increasing or decreasing the

initial concentration of the iodide over that in Exjit. 13 acceler-

ates the reaction.

Expt. 13.

A 9.80 ; B I.o; C 10.23.

*
!

\oo X \cax Q , x: 10*

24 5-9 0.245 (R) 25
81

!
19.6 0.242 26

123
1

28.5 0.232 27
•94 42.8 0.221 28
201 42.8 0.213 28
264

1

56.9=^ 0.214 32
305 65.4* 0.21 I 35
337 72.0* 0.2II 37
479 94.7* 0.200 44

* The rate decreases until iodine is nrecipitate<l from the reactinjf mixture
and then remains much more constant. In the last four measurements iodine
separated out The reiictitiK mixture was sealed in gla.ss tubes, lo cc in each,
and after the proper interval the top of the tube was broken and the contents
poured into 100 cc of cold water. Tlie iodine was dissolved with a little potas-
sium iodiile, and added to the rest, and the titration proceeded with in the usual
manner.

' Mohr. 1. c. page 270.
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Efeci of the Chlorate.— Expts. 13, 14, and 15 show that the

rate is proportional to the concentration of the potassium chlorate.

Effect of the Actd.— Expts. 13, 16, and 17 show that doub-

ling the concentration of the acid multiplies the rate by 6 or by

7 respectively.
Exits. 14 AND 15.

14. A 19.60; B 1.0; C 10.33.

$ 100 ;r 100 . fl !T(i3) T,V

21.5

58
88

115

8.4

22.4

32.8

o.39o(R)
0.384
0.370

4' 96 0.356

36

95
142

187

1-7

«-7

1-7

1-7

ij. A 4.90; B i.o; C 10.23.

100 .* loojrtf T(I3)! tf/T

33 3.8 o.ii5(R) 155 3.1

70 8.0 0. 114 330 2.1

161 17.7 0.109 74 2.2

182 18.7 0.103 78 2-3

207 22.2 0.107 92 2.2

3«i 31.5 0. 100 '37 2.2

359 35.7 O.IOO '55 2-3

AND '7-

16. A 9.80; B 1.0; C 20.46.

5 !

8.72. 1.74 (R) 35-5

17 27.6
;

1.60 119

20 3t.6 1.58 136
26 40.46 1.55

!

183

7-1

7.0
6.8

7.0

I 7. A 9.80; B 1.0; C 5.11-

100 jr loojrtf T(i3) er

28 1. 51 0054 6.2 4.5

142 5.6 0.040 (R 23 6.1

201 t.o 0.040 32 6.3

267 1 1. 1 0.041 45 59
361 15.3 0.042 63 5-7

1332 45.5 0.034 |2I5 6.2

EXPTS. 18, 19 AND 20.

18. Aq.8o; Bo.5;C 10.23. 19. A lo.o; B 1.93; C 100. 20. A 100; B 2.9; C 9.81.

100 .r/S 100 ;r
1

looxjB

19 5.3 o.279(R) 21 6.2 o.296(R) 24 9.5 o.395(R)

^9 11-3 0.290 72 19.9 b.270 70 24.4 0.350

59 17. 1 0.289 164 41.0 0.250 120 41.2 0.343

74 20.7 0.280 241 53-5 0.222 196 62.6 0.320
— 1^8 71..^ 0.211 275 81.3 0.296

— 408 81.3 0.197 360 100.4 0.274

— — — — 460 1 16.4 0.253
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Series E. Hydrochloric acid in small quantity

Owing to the alkalinity of the potassium iodide, the con-

centrations of the acid in the experiments of this series are not

simple nuiltiples.

Effect of the Acid. -^Tht rate is proportional to the concen-

tration of the acid when 0.37 to 1.81 units are employed (Expts.

22, 21, 23).

Effect of the Chlorate.— Doubling the concentration of the

potassium chlorate only slightly increases the rate (Expts. 21 and

26).

Effect ofthe Iodide. — Increasing the concentration of the

potassium iodide from 10 to 18 units adds 20 percent to the

rate (Expts. ai and 25).

Expts. 2:, 22 and 23.

21. A 10; B 10; C0.88.

1206

1525

'555
2592

3452
5848
9905
12672

19896

V30X :*,XlO*

2a. A 10; B 10; C 0.37. 23. A 10; B 10; C J. 81.

100 ;r i*,Xlo'i 9

r.24

1.40

1.36

1-34

1.38

1.38

1.40

1.10

1. 17

R = 0.0109

12.4

16.7

16.9

26.0

46.8

49.0
66.1

66.6

79.6

1320

'413
2546

5336
5725
Q691

w'95

5-7

6.7

10.9

14-5

14.6

1.29

1.40

>.36

1.04

0.90

83
1 163
2562

5432
5832

100 X *,X 10*

2.1

26.8

53-

1

80.2

94-5
150 0.53

i

7209 105.9

15. 1 — —
;
—

1.40

1.38

'•33

1.27

1.27

1.24

R =^ 0.0047

Expts. 24, 25 and 26.

0.0253

60
312

1383
2896

3396

B 10; c 3-85. 25. A 10 ; B 18; C 0.77.

1004: *,Xto« * \aax

0.3

*,XIo

1

6.9 3. 1

1

22 1-77

33-4 2.9 1040 10.3 1-38

107.0 2.34 4120 32.2 I-3I

160 1.86 14246 39-2

203 2.14
:

26. A 20; B 10; C o.f

303
1320

•730

\oox *,X'o'

4.1

16.3

20.1

1-34

1-54

1.49

R =; o. 119 0.013 R = 0.012
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Series F. Potassium chlorate and potassium iodide in compara-

ble quantities ; hydrochloric acid in excess

Effect of the Chlorate and of the /^W/V/*-.— ThrouRhouteacli

experiment of this series, k^ is fairly con.stant.'

Comparing tlie values of k^ for the different experiments,

it will be -seen that donbling the initial concentration of the

chlorate leaves k unaltered (Expts. 27 and 29; 28 and 30), while

doubling that of the iodide diminishes k^ (Expts. 27 and 28; 29

and 30 ; 31 and 27). Kence the rate is proportional to the con-

centration of the chlorate, and less than proportional to that of

the iodide.

Effect of the . ir-.i'.— lncrea.se from 4.98 to lo.i units(Expt.

33) multiplies the rate l)v 4 or 4.8; further increase from 10.

i

to 15.2 multiplies it by 3.5 (Expt. 32).

Expts. 27, 28 and 29.

17. K 1.0 , B 0.965; C 10.10.

*,Vio«

2.29

2.09

2.13
2.18

2.08

0229

a8. A 1.0;

1072

"95
1.396

2441

254'

5321

5730

B

Expts

93; c 9.9.

B 1.93; C 9 95 J9. A 2.0; B 0.965; C 10.1.

100 .r *, - 10'

24.6 1.49

26.7 1.40

293 '•.36

441 '-36

45-0 1.35

66.6 1.48

697 1-33

0.0298

. 30 AND 31.

100 .r
% IOC J- *, < lo*

'50
J 085
1262

•390
2448

3-3

18.5

21.2

23.0

33-7

R -- 0.

90 3-8 2.16

171 6.9 213
1 168 3S-I 2.05

1269 36.5 2.00

R ^ 0.0432

30. A 2.0; H I .. i!3'- A 1.0; B 0.482; C 10.16.

6

126

2-3
•»6o

1366

100

7
12

18

54

R =

X It, v; 10' ''

5 '56
9 '42
5 '-42

8 1.4'

- 0.062

1 lOOJ-

129 2.4

279 505
385 6.7

1362 18.5

R — 0.0186

*., 1 (A- -r; I A.

ji».fi --3riS'«Y-T.
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EXPTS. 32 AND 33.

32. A 1.0: B 0.965; C 152
''

33 A i.o;B 0.965; 04.98-

« ,

iou.r *,- 10' T(27) TO a i(x..r *, K.' T (27) 6T

100 7.0 7 53 360 36 i«5 1.07 o.5«J 47 4.0

160 10.6 7 4« 370 3'

5

33

«

'•7 0.522 76 4-3

181 4».s 7.98
— 1 1

36 5-8 462 300 4-4
— 4275 '5-7 0.436 880 4.H

^ -_ ' — _._ — i43«5 37-9 0.426 —
_ — — — — 15766 42.1 0.462 —

"•0753 0.00589

Scries li. Injluencc of the chlorine-ion on the rate

Assuiiiiii>r complete dis.sociation (or equal dissociation) of

the pota.ssiuiii chlorate, ixita.ssiuin itxlide, and hydrochloric acid,

A, H, and C of the experiments of the preceding' series represent

the conceutratioiis cf the ch'orate-ion, the iod-ion, and the hydro-

gen-ion respectivf'y. If I) s.and for the concentration of the

chlorine-ion. then in all the experiments so far, C - D. In Expt.

34, however, I) is varied indeiJcndently of C. by adding sotlinm

chloride to the reacting mixture. The values of R are

ohtained by the "Method ot Constant Rates." That the acceler

ation is proportional to the amount of salt added, is evidenced

bv the agreement between the observed values of R, and tho.se

calculated by the formula R 0.097 :
o.(X)9«.

Au experiment with double the amount of pota.ssiuni chlo-

rate gave double the acceleration per unit of .sodium cliloride

added.

Scries //. Influence of the hydroi;en-ion on the rate

The results of the preceding series in which the influent

the chlorine-ion on the rate was determined, render it pos.sible

to calculate the effect due to the hydrogen-ion from experiments

in which the concentrations of both (i. e., of the hydrochloric

acid) were varied.

From Fix. 13 :
—

A = 9.8, B= i.o, C= D ^ 10.2 R= 0.245
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by means of the forrnila of page 107 the vahie of R for the hypo-

thetical experiment :
—

A -9.8, B= i.o, C =- 10.2. D- 5.1. ...R- 0.153

may be calculated, thus :
—

R =-0.245 — 2X 0.009 K 5« = 0.153-

Comparing with Expt. 17:—
A -9.8, B- 1.0, C = D 51 R - 0.04

it appears that doubling the concentration uf the hydrogen-ion

multiplies the rate by 4.

Expt. 34.

A 4.967; B 0.995 : J^'gL°'iB-',°:
°' J1"l

R Rcalc.
n D

10.01

3 12.01

5 15.01

10 25.01

18 28.01

0.091

0.104

0.135
0.187

0.296

(0.091)
O.U5
0.143

(0.187)
0.259*

EXPTS. 35 AND 36.

A 10.0; B 0.965; C (H,SO.) Expt. 35. 'o,' Lg^'P^" ^iLLJJ!'

35. « \aax

2.14
6.62

36 6

21

65

\oax

1.98

5-6

T(35)

128

1

)

T/«

1

40
169

360

20

12.9 120 9.8 262 2.2

1327 .35-7 185 14.4 400 2.2

I4I7 38.0 323 19.6

R =- 0.054 R = 094

Similarly, comparing Expt. 13 with Expt. 16 :
—

A ^ 9.H, B-^ 1.0, C = D=- 20.46 R = 1.74

addition of 10.23 units of chlorine to Expt. 13 would give :
—

A 9.8, B-- 1.0. C=- 10.41, D-- 20.46. ...R-- 0.43

^^Tse^eraTother experimenU I have observed that when large excess of

sodium chloride is used the rate is greater than that calculated by the linear

formula.
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and as in the former case, douhliiiK the concentration of the hy-

drf)gen-ion quadruples the rate.

Thus, within the liniits 5 and 20 units of acid, the rate is

piupt)rtional to tb- square of the concentration of the hydrojjcu

io:i.

Hy way of control, in two experiments (Kxpt. 35 and 36) the

hydrochloric acid was replaced by sulphuric acid.' Increasing,

the acid from 10. i to 14.54 units multiplied the rate by 2.0 or

2.a; thus the rate is proportional to the square of the concen-

tration of the sulphuric acid (14.54 '"•')' = 2.07. The rate in

Kxpt. 35 (R = 0054) is soiiitwhat less than that calculated from

the experiments with hydrochloric acid(Kxpt. 13), rvi .-0.245 -"

2 X 0.009 ia.2 =0.061 ; a further correction of two ])ercent,

for the difference of one percent in the amount of acid in the two

experiments, would bring the calculated value down to 0.060

;

the difference remaining may be ascribed, in part at least, to the

difference between the electrolytic dissociation of the two acids.

\Vhen the amount of hydrochloric acid present is greater

than 20 units, the observed rate is much greater than that cal-

culated bv the method jus' de.scribed, for instance :
—

EXPT. ^7. A lo ; B 0.965 ; C 30 45 : ^obs. 14 ; R talc. 5.2.^.

On the other hand, when the reacting mixture contains little

acid and much salt (Series E) the rate is slower.

Series J. Influence of the potassium iodide on the rate

Owing to the alkalinity of the stock solutions of KI, C

vari. s throughout the tables. The effect on the rate has been

allowed for in " R eorr:" by a.ssuming that R is proportional to

C^
The conclusion reached by comparing Kxpts. 13, iS, and 19

(page 103) is confirmed by Kxpts. 38, 39, and 40, which show that,

as the conceiUralion of the potassium iodide is increased, tl.e rate

falls off, passes through a minimum and rises again. After

passing the minimum, the acceleration per unit of iodide added

Standardized by comparison witli the stock solution of hydrochloric

acid.
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either chlorate or acid causes the minnnu.n to mo^e

B = o.

EXPT. 38.

A 4.967; B 0.995 "• ,,^^^,==

R corr. R calc.

I;l6

1/8

1/4

1/2

I

2

4
10

10.01

10.01

10.00

10.00

9.98

9-95
984
9.71

0.109

0.097
0.068

0.088

0.097
o 150

0.271

0.630

0.109
0.097
0.068
0.088

0.097
0.151

0.277
0.670

0.097
0.161

0.289

0.670

(R calc. 0.097 + 0.064 « - 1
1

I 32 10.01

I 16 10.01

1 8 10.01

1 4
10.00

I 2 lO.OCJ

I

2

5

V >5
9..H6

Exi'T. 39.

A 9.93.S; B 0.995 "
_^

R R corr. K calc.

0.199 0.199
—

0.176 0.176

0.157 0. 157

0.163 0.163

0.168 0.168
—

0. 198 0.199 0.199

0.290 0.292 o-3".=i

0.610 0.624 0,624

(Rca'ic. 0.198 106 « - I

)
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i

EXPT. 40.

C

A 4.967; B 0.995 «.

R corr.„ 1 R R calc.

I/I6

1/8

5.00

5.00

0.034 i

0.028
0.034
o.(jjS _^

1/4

1/2

I

500
4-99
4. OS

0.0203
0179

0.0228

0.0203
0.0180
0230

0.0179
0.0230

2

5
10

4-95
4.86

4 7'

« 0315
0.0550
0. 105

0.0321

0.0581

0.117

0-033,1

0.0655
O.I 17

(Rcalc 0.023 + 00103 n-\)

p .,x

y r
/ \^

y-

/ ^A
/ Ay

l/'
y

\^
:-— —

'

Ii),'. I Ivxps. 3S, ;,c;, anil 40.

Summary of the results of the measurements

/. I'ohimctric dctcrmimition oj chlonitcs. If fcrrou.-- sul-

l>liate he added to tlie mixture of hydrochloric acid and potas-

>~i\iiii iodide in the iodonictric determination of clilorate, the use

of a (li;.,'cstii:s; bottle may be dispensed with.

//. The rate at zvliicii iodim is liberated in solutions con-

tainiu!.; jiotassinm chlorat , ])otassiinn iodide, and hydrochloric

. It-id, is i)roportional to the concentration of the chlorate and to

the s(|uare of the concentration of the liydrojj;en-ion (between

C S and C -= 20); and is a linear function of the concentra-

tion of the chlorine-ion, and of that of the potassium iodide

I when H I ).
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Expressed in the form of an equation this statement be-

comes _ „ .

^^.^^^(A-^)(C—r)'[UB - . --x) + *.(C-f ./6^)]--Eq.I.

In this equation no account is taken of the retardation of the

reaction by iodine.
, . , , n

Numerical vahies for k, and /, may be obtained as follows .

In Table 35 (A ^- 5, C == lo), ^.r./^ = o.oi R ^ 0.00097 +

o.oooo9(B-i); that is, A.RA.H =5 ^ '°'
^ f;=- ^f^^;

whence k. - 0.00000018. Similarly from Table 38. k. -

0.00000128. r T, r 11

Usin- these numbers, I have calculated values of R for all

mv e^perr.nents,' and compared them with the observed values

(Table 41 ) The agreement is better tlian could have been ex-

pected, considering that in many of the experiments the condi-

tions of concentration differ materially from those laid down in

the second paragraph of this summary.

Molecular interpretation of the results

Assuming that the rate of a chemical reaction is propor-

tional to the concentration of each reagent, raised to a povsxr

equal to the number of molecules entering into the reaction, the

kinetic equation of the preceding section corresponds to the

simultaneous occurrence of the two reactions

Cl7), + Cl : 2H C10,H- ClOH

CIO, 1-211 - C10,H + lOH

toll..wed by instantaneous oxidation of hvdriodic acid by the

CloH, ClOH, and lOH.
,, ,

•

'Thf reactions assumed are analogous to that adduced in

tlie case of the oxidation of hvdrogen bromide by bn.uiic acid
;

=

uul the formation of lOH as the product of oxidatirm of an

iodide is in acconi with llie results of Roebuck's researcli on the

reaction between arsenic acid and potassium iodide.'

' Kx.<i.t V.\\>\-. 14; >ff """• V^)^'-- 99-

J.mr. Clicm. So.-. 73, 420 I iSyS'.

Jour, rliys. Clieiii. 6, 3*15 '
iguli.
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In the experiments of Series E. where the quantity of aeid

present was sn.all,' the rate is .nuch less af=fected by changes ,n

prescui
. '

f
... ..p^nrent than the formula requires.

the concentration of that leagent t»an u
. nitx- t,-> the

Taken alone, this fact might seem to lend plausibil.t> to the

view that the action of the liydrogen-iou is catalytic merely, i. e

I't the acceleration, not the rate, is proportional to the square of

onceiitration.^ As, however, in the experinients of the same

Hes the rate is onlv slightly increased by doubling the coiicen-

. on of the i.3tassium chlorate, it seems preferable to ascribe

ufe deviation !o the large excess of neutral salt in the reacting

""^^The increased effect of the acid when more than twice nor-

nnl ( Fxpl. 37) >"ay be due to the occurrence of new reactions-

iodates^ie formed from chlorates and iodides in the presence of

stn.n.^ acid ;
- and the minimum referred to on page 109 may be

comixircd with the retardation.exertcd by potassimn iodide on

h Ixidation of sodium thiosulphate, studied by Re 1 ;^ experi-

In.^n. with potassium chlorate, potassium iodid., and sulphuric

acid might throw light o- this subject.

Appendix-H. Schlundfs measurements

I„ order to compare the results of Schlundt's measurements

,,iU, those of my .wn, I have taken advantage of the act that

A-, is numcricallv much smaller than /•. to replace h.,. I 1>> the

following simpler form :

dxxO - \iy\ r)-C- .v)-(B X, Kq li-

lt is true that on ac.uut of the difference between the tempera-

tures at which the two seri.> of experiments were carne.l 011 he

ratio /• L mav not be the same in both ;
but 111 view of the

similaritv of the two (hvpothetieal) reactions involved, am. ..t

,
. ,. ,„ ,. ., .„„1 10 when- the iiiiantitv of saltsislarKein

,„„„,:r;;:::;i:;;:.r:ru.:' .^x u::^

.

. .„...> .l-.,..,.. ,.ei.ee.. . ...

anil R uili 1 Table 41 '•

- /eil. pliv^. ehem, ig. 59'»
'

'89*1 '

1,1 one ca-i- ,V' "H)ls of salt to one of aoi.l.

' J.iur, rln>. '-hem. 7, 79 ' ig-JS^
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the equality of the temperature cc^fficieuts c.f the rales of n.os-^.

reactioHS, it is probable that the ratio will not be .nnch affected

bv the change from 30° to 100° C
The repl . -ment of H - i bv H is, no doubt, resi>onsible tor

the fall in K nUen the concentration of the potassium iodide is

increased (set below); a term of the form H-//, where // was

some small number would have given better constants; but

without experiments on the position of the minimum rate under

the condition of Schluiidt's measurements, any value selected for

« would have been purely arbitrary.

Bv means of the integrated forms of Eq. II. a value of K has

been computed from each of SchUindt's measurements; the re-

suits are contained in Table ^^^ With the exception of a few

scattered instances, obviously due to errors in the experiments,

the lowe.st of the 153 values is 0.98 and the highest 2.5. In

view of the fact that in Schluiult's experiments the ratio be-

tween the quantities of acid an<l salt never reached 3 mols of the

former to one of the latter, and that in my own work "A' cak

differed materiallv from " A' obs^' when the ratio fell below 5,

the constancy of K is at least as good as could have been ex-

pected.

Manv of the variations, niore.ner, can l)e accounted .or —
qualitativ'elv at least— without introaucing new hypotheses.

The fall of K when A is increased, for instance (Table 42, \a,

lb m which shows that the rate is not ([uite proportional to

the concentration of the potassium chlorate, is in accrdance

with those of mv own experiments in which small qnaulilK-s of

acid were used ; it mav be ascribed to the influence of the large

amount of salt present, either dir- ..r by inodifvmg the con-

centrations of the H and CK ), i< Similarly with .he increase

of K when C is decreased (T,a, 5. o- 3"'^ 2'/, 4't-

.The ..MmLc-rs of the .xpcnmc-.t^ U-'- '/' -^^-^ «^^ Umse u^nl l.y

Sch.un,U; 2a, 3.^ a,..! ,a were the sa,„. as ,.,. Th. Un^e
^^^"^^J^^'^;;;^^^

(for instance., ,.,,.) express the initial concentralmns of the chlo ate, .o,1m._

1„,[ acid in the units .lefine-l on pa,e 97- >:."'- " IVt.^' i> K'.ven the atnountof

io.li«e hherate.1 as a percen. of the total possible ! in .„. tor instance 1
ct

^
uL; >vhile in v.

•'
I'ct

- ^5.-. and tnuler .o' K are entered the valnes of K

calculate.! by i:<|. 11. an.i tnulliplieil by looo.
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Table >:ui.

I. y. I. I, 3- V- '.4

la. I, X , I. ir. 3, 1 , I. 2f. I. 3
4-

Pet. iffiK Pet. :

L
lo-K Pet. 10' K Pet. 10'

K

Pet. lo'K

3-6 2.5

2.6

2.5

2.26

1

7.0

12.5

20.o

27-4

31.8

41.6

53-6

1.76 4-5 '62 "5
1.72 8.1 J-SS 22.6

'•50

1.76

27.0

47.0

l.IO

I.2i

7-8

7-5
loS

1.63 14-8 1-65 369
1.85 20.6 1.36 464
1.81 27.fi I 60 590
1.72 3fi-5 '-74

i

634
1.74 44 4 J-83 75-3

1.88

1.70
2.12

61.0

68 5

76-5

1.27

1.26

I 37
"•5
15.0

i'-y?

2. I

2.3

2.16

2.02

7.32

82.5

86.5

1.42

1.46

1-7

2-13
2.2

72.4 I 90 54.3 '-92 87.4

60.0 2.17

634 2.31

;

1
I--

-

,

3-37

i

aJ- I. 2,6.

30.1

30.6

33-9

.36. ,s 1-5

2.26

2.2

2.16

id. 4,

7.0

12.5

1

3^.. ,
I, 4. 58.0

77.0

77-3

1-7

1-63
364
3«-9 J 5

1.65

40.0 2.06
I 91 " fii.4 2.46 88.5 '.S9

42-3 1-9 20.6 ,.92 2'/- '4. ' 79.3 3-3 90 5 i.i.S

46.0 2.

1

26.5 1.84 929 6.4

53-3 2-3 - -.8 1.90 4« '34 5t>- ^ 2, 2.

54-3 2 2 38-5 1.90 11.5 '40
58.0 2.3 43-4 1.90 16 8, 1.44 III .76
60.3 25 48,1 1.98 23.8 iS^ 4a. r, 2, 2. 16.6 i-,S3

50.6 2.01 28.8 1.50 29.9 1.60

53-5 2.10 34-4 '32
1-33 43-3 1.63

60.5 ..70 428 1-80
,^;^ 1..S8 50-3 1.56

64 ,.70 43-'^ '^i: ,,^, 1-^3 .S6.3 i-,S3

68.5 1.57 52.9 1.75: ^ •:

...s6 56.5 '-75, ^;^-]

1.63 59« 1.46

fig-.s I -.53
62.9 1.46

7«-3 2.20 60.5 1. 70;.^, J l.,S8 66.6 1.40

1 84.0 1.88 ,30 1-50

76.0 1.50

i^ 2 I. >'
i

2/>. i , J, I.
1

Sf- 4 4.4-

3-4 I. Hi Af>. I. 3 3.

7-

'

99
16.5

16.

S

24. .s

32.3

2

1 99

1-94

2 05
1-95

6.0

II. 8

I 59
24.1

28.

6

M<^
41. 8

46,4

49.8

63-4

2-23

2.46 3^^^^•
2.16 - n-o 1 fio

2.32 10.8 1.90 ;
25.3 '24

2.3S 18. 1 2.03
,

43-« '-5°

2.33 26.1 2.06 60.0 1.42

> Vk ;i 8 2.02 ' 70.8 1.49

303
42.1

48.0

54.0
630
690

1.03

1.06

1 .06

0.96

0.96
1.00

42-

3

27.4

530
C4.6

213
1.85

1.70

1.60

2.33 40- .s

2.10 47-4

3-,5 .=^7-.S

2.ofi
j

81.3 i.fi4

2.07189.3 I 80

2.36 i 990 2.8

73.4 0.96

77.2 I .06

81.25 '-'^
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The increase of K with x observable in many of the ex-

^K were calculated by Eq. II. fron, the data afforded bv a re-

action which in reality proceeded according to Eq. 1 ;
the sa.ne

can 1^ said of the decrease of K when B is increa.sed (2a 2A 2<,

2d- y, ¥; lb, 4«)- Finally the retardation cau.sed by free

Sdine Iccnnuilated in the solution shows itself in some ca.ses by

a regular diminution of K from the begiuuing of the experiment

untfl iodine was precipitated ; one would expect this effect to be

most marked when the concentration of the potassium iodide

was low (cf. 2rt with 2d).

Temperature coefficient

If B -= C then K of Eq. H calculated from the initial rate

^x o) is equal to K - K For Expt. sthen, K -^ o.cxxxx,i46

at ^0° C The experiment of Schlundt's where the ratios between

the initial concentrations are most like those of Expt. 5.>sExpt.

4. with K(.r . o) ^ 0.001 1 at 100° C. Adopting the usual loga-

rithmic formula, this corresponds to doubling the rate every 8.6

'^^^Tn' conclusion, 1 wish to express my thanks to Prof. W.

Lash MiUer, at whose suggestion this research was undertaken,

and under whose direction it has been carried out.

University of Toronto.

July, 1902.
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